
The GE-EC 2240 S electric chainsaw is a high-quality, handy and powerful tool which meets high requirements for sawing firewood, for thinning out

scrub and for cutting down small trees. A quality rail and chain from OREGON ensure optimum cutting performance. The chain can be tensioned and

changed without tools. The kickback protection facility with an instant mechanical chain brake will stop the chain immediately if the GE-EC 2240 S

rears up suddenly. A big filler opening of the automatic chain lubrication system makes it easy to top it up if necessary. For safety in the event of the

chain jumping off the rail, there is a chain catch bolt.

Electric Chain Saw

GE-EC 2240 S
Item No.: 4501770

Ident No.: 11027

Bar Code: 4006825609844

Features & Benefits
OREGON high-quality rail and chain-

Tool-free chain tensioning and changing-

Metal gear for long life-

Ergonomic handle-

Sturdy stop claws made of metal-

Oil tank for automatic chain lubrication-

Kickback protection with mechanical instant chain brake-

Big filller opening-

Chain catch bolt-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 2200 W

- Idle speed 8000 min^-1

- Sword length 405 mm

- Cutting length 375 mm

- Cutting speed 14.5 m/s

- Capacity of oil tank 150 mL

Logistic Data
- Product weight 5.39 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 6.1 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 570 x 230 x 275 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 26 kg

- Dimensions export carton 558 x 390 x 480 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 972 | 2128 | 2376
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Available as special accessories

Ersatzkette 40 cm (56 T)
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4500320
Bar Code: 4006825578126
Einhell Grey

Spare bar BG-EC 1840
Accessory Garden Technique
Item No.: 4500332
Bar Code: 4006825546637
Einhell Grey
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